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Mental Capacity Act and
Best Interests decisions
A practical guide primarily for hospital practitioners
This document concerns how doctors, other healthcare
professionals, healthcare teams and other people outside
healthcare should approach decisions made in relation to
patients who do not have the mental capacity to make decisions
about their healthcare. It will also consider, in passing, the
issue of capacity to make decisions on finances and property. It
primarily covers situations concerning healthcare arising after
the first 24 hours, for practical reasons, although the principles
are valid at all times.

Summary of booklet
Good practice always requires good documentation of the
evidence and reasoning underlying decisions made concerning
a patient’s clinical care, and this applies especially when the
person cannot give consent.
Additional good practice required by the Mental Capacity
Act includes formal consideration and documentation of a
person’s capacity.
If they do not have capacity then one must identify whether
or not there is a pre-existing Advance Decision, or a Court
appointed welfare deputy or an attorney nominated by a
registered Lasting Power of Attorney (LPA) to take decisions
on their behalf.
If the person lacks capacity, and there is no relevant Advance
Decision, and no deputy decision maker (Lasting Power of
Attorney or Welfare Deputy) then doctors, other healthcare
professionals, and healthcare teams have to take the decisions
– acting in the patient’s best interests.
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Summary of booklet continued:
In order to do this they need to consult widely to establish the
patient’s likely views on any healthcare decisions that need to
be made.
Ideally this process should start as soon as possible, and it is
suggested that it should always have started by seven days
in people who have aquired an injury leading to persisting
incapacity.
It is also recommended that any formal meeting should
consider not only the specific decisions that may be required
at that point but should also consider three additional issues:
what treatments should or should not be given if some acute
life-threatening event requiring immediate or rapid decisions
occurs (e.g. cardiac arrest, prolonged and uncontrolled
epileptic seizures);
what treatments and other decisions can be taken without
further review;
and situations that would specifically require a further best
interests meeting.
It is also suggested that it is reasonable to consider and give
ongoing support to defined longer courses of treatment,
such as radiotherapy and chemotherapy over many weeks.
This obviates the need for repeated meetings. At all times the
situation should be open to review (a) if the patient regains
capacity or (b) the situation changes, for example with new
information becoming available.
The Appendix contains a ‘best interests’ form that might help.
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1.0 Introduction
All healthcare (and indeed social care) actions are
supposed to occur with the consent of the patient (the
person who is the object of the action). This applies not
only to actions that impinge directly on the person, such
as operating on the person, or taking blood, or taking
the pulse rate or giving tablets but also to actions such as
providing information to another party, and moving them
from one setting to another.
1.1 In reality the great majority of actions and decisions within
healthcare are undertaken without any formal record of
capacity and consent, and agreement is assumed on the
basis of behaviour – if the person does not object or in
some other way indicate disagreement, then agreement is
implied.
1.2 However there are many situations where the patient is
unable to give fully informed, legally valid consent. This
circumstance is covered by the Mental Capacity Act 2005.
This Act starts by outlining how Mental Capacity should be
assessed.
1.3 If a person is unable to make a specific decision because of
impaired mental functioning then the Act outlines several
ways that decisions can be made:
a) using an Advance Decision (to refuse treatment)
made by the patient that is valid and applicable to the
particular situation
b) asking a nominated attorney for health and welfare,
provided that:
I. the Lasting Power of Attorney (LPA) has been
registered with the Court, and
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II. it is for health and welfare decisions (as opposed to
finances and property), and
III. the person lacks capacity for the particular decision,
and
IV. the attorney’s powers include deciding upon the
particular question, and
V. the attorney considers the best interests of the
patient,
c) asking a court appointed welfare deputy, with the same
provisions (II), (III), (IV), (V)
1.4 The healthcare or other professional has no right
to make any decision that is covered by a valid and
applicable Advance Decision: the person’s own
decision is legally binding. Healthcare and other
professionals also have no right to make any decision
that has been assigned to an Attorney or Deputy, and
cannot over-rule an Attorney/Deputy decision unless
they have reason to believe that the Attorney/Deputy is not
actually acting in the patient’s best interests.
1.5 In all other circumstances the healthcare professional
is supposed to make decisions and undertake actions
in the best interests of the patient. This document
focuses upon when and how to make decisions in
the best interests of a patient, but it also covers the
involvement of Deputies and Attorneys.
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2.0 The context
This section will set out and discuss some of the problems
that arise in clinical practice, just to set the remainder of
the discussion in context.
2.1 When to apply the Act?
In law no action should occur without the patient’s consent,
and consent cannot be assumed if the person does not have
the capacity to make a decision. Thus the first question is
“Does this person have the mental capacity to make this
decision?” The Act emphasises that any assessment of
capacity is specific to a particular question or situation;
capacity is not a general phenomenon over time or across
different decisions. The Act outlines a sensible and practical
way of deciding whether someone does have the capacity
to make a specific decision. The method is much less easily
applied to making general classes of decision, such as
agreeing the care that will be accepted each day.
2.2 There are many actions and interventions that occur every
day for an ill patient, and many decisions need to be made
ranging from the trivial or small to the large and complex.
It is difficult to assess capacity for each and every action or
decision.
2.3 In addition a patient’s capacity will often fluctuate
markedly over minutes or hours and it is not practical to
wait until someone is at their best but equally one cannot
assume that a positive assessment of capacity yesterday is
still valid.
2.4 Thus for almost all patients admitted with acute illness,
the team will inevitably assume capacity and (unless a
capacitous patient decides otherwise) will always act in
what they consider to be the patient’s best interests.
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2.5 This may be reasonable for the first few days, but it
becomes increasingly unjustifiable as time passes because
there is, or should be, time to start a process of explicitly
considering what action might be in the patient’s best
interests. This is discussed later.
2.6 Thus one might conclude that any patient who is still
being treated under the umbrella of ‘best interests’
at about one week should come under the Act and
have a general review of their values and should have
a best interests assessment.
2.7 What actions and decisions should be included?
The law would suggest that in principle a patient who is in
hospital should agree to each and every act and decision.
While this can and should occur if the patient has capacity,
it is not practical to go through a formal alternative process
on each occasion because there are many interventions
and interactions every hour by many different people.
2.8 Every person who has capacity is faced with the same
problem; some will not give much thought to their answer,
others will give it a great deal of thought indeed. Thus it
is important to acknowledge that some people agree to a
general ‘course of action’, such as having chemotherapy
and radiotherapy for a tumour, and therefore do not feel
they need to think about each and every new change or
choice. The person simply falls back on some value or
attitude that they hold such as “I’ll do whatever you think
best” or “I just do not like taking drugs” or “I am too anxious
about surgery”. For others, however, it is very important to
feel that they are making free and informed choices every
step of the way. The person who has now lost capacity
might have been someone who generally followed agreed
courses of action without much thought, or they might
have been someone for whom individual autonomy was
crucial.
7
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2.9 Until there has been a formal process of establishing a
person’s values, wishes and expectations it is difficult for a
healthcare team to act in a person’s best interests because
they lack knowledge of this key component of the best
interests decision-making process.
2.10 Thus in the early phases, before a person’s previous or
existing wishes, values and attitudes to risk are known,
one should probably only take actions and make decisions
that cannot be delayed without immediate risk to the
patient’s health and wellbeing, on the initial assumption
that a person would want treatment deemed appropriate
by clinicians. This assumption is probably true more often
than not.
2.11 Then as soon as is practical, and again this is probably at
about one week, one should review what courses of action
are within a person’s best interests so that subsequent
actions are covered, and one should establish what specific
possible decisions or actions should trigger a further
formal review, and what actions are sufficiently minor
not to require constant review.
2.12 Representing the patient’s point of view
It is vital to recognise that family members, friends and
relatives are legally not allowed to make and execute any
decisions on behalf of the patient (unless they are an
appointed deputy or attorney). However they can provide
information about the person’s values and beliefs, and
these should be established as soon as possible.
2.13 If there are no family members or friends able to represent
the patient’s views, then one must consider appointing an
Independent Mental Capacity Advocate (an IMCA) who
will take on responsibility for supporting and representing
the person when decisions are made in the patient’s best
interests. Advocates are not needed when there are family
8

members or others available, unless there are reasons to
believe that the person or people are not representing the
patient’s value and wishes appropriately.
2.14 The Act requires that an IMCA must be instructed, and
then consulted, for people lacking capacity who have noone else to support them (other than paid staff), whenever:
a. an NHS body is proposing to provide serious medical
treatment, or
b. an NHS body or local authority is proposing to arrange
accommodation (or a change of accommodation) in
hospital or a care home, and
I. the person will stay in hospital longer than 28 days,
or
II. they will stay in the care home for more than eight
weeks.
2.15 Is lack of capacity a common problem?
Although there are no studies to confirm this, it seems
likely that a high proportion (50% or more) of people in
acute hospitals have reduced or absent capacity and it is
likely that formal processes to determine Mental Capacity
and best interests are rarely undertaken in acute hospital
settings.
2.16 Most healthcare staff will be aware, in general, of the
Mental Capacity Act and most hospitals will have policies
and procedures arising from the Act. But, if my experience
is valid, almost all of the policies focus on gaining consent
for operations and assessing capacity, not on determining
best interests.
2.17 Furthermore it is unlikely that most staff are aware of the
role of a welfare deputy, LPA or an Advance Decision.
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3.0 Assessing capacity
The formal process of assessing capacity will not be
discussed here. A full guide and discussion has been
written.
3.1 The five principles underlying the Act are:
Assume capacity unless or until it is shown that the
person lacks it
Provide maximum support possible to enable the decision
Do not judge capacity simply on the decision made
The patient’s best interests should guide decisions made
on their behalf
Be proportionate and use the least restriction possible.
3.2 The initial steps to be followed when assessing capacity,
all of which should be recorded, are to:
Determine whether or not the patient has a ‘disorder or
disability of mind’. Its nature should be documented
Define the decision or action
Optimise the patient’s ability to make a decision
Determine the important information relevant to the
decision that the patient needs.
3.3 Then the capacity assessment should be undertaken by
asking four questions, each of which has to be answered
positively for the person to have capacity. The evidence
should be documented. The four questions are:
Can the person understand the relevant information?
Can the person retain the relevant information long
enough to make a decision?
10

Can the person weigh up the information? In other
words, can they justify or explain their decision to show
that they have used correct relevant information and not
used erroneous or irrelevant information?
Can the person communicate their decision?
3.4 If the person is judged to lack capacity then:
If possible and if improvement is possible within a
reasonable time frame, the decision should be postponed
Otherwise make a decision in the best interests of the
patient.
3.5 Difficulties in ascertaining Capacity.
The Act makes the determination of capacity seem
straightforward and simple. It rarely is.
3.6 Capacity is rarely an absolute matter, and in any case
may vary sometimes even over a few minutes. Indeed it
is arguable that most people do not have full capacity to
make many of the decisions they make for a whole host
of reasons. Some matters, such as understanding tax
assessments or the instructions for a washing machine are
simply too complex (or too badly expressed) for anyone
except a few experts to understand. Second, we are all
influenced by a whole host of irrational factors that make
our judgements and decisions poor.
3.7 For example, someone may not be judged to have
full capacity to decide on having a PEG tube yet may
consistently behave in a way that make safe sustained
insertion of a feeding tube impossible. In such a case the
behaviour suggests a fixed and strong wish that should be
given considerable weight when assessing best interests
even if they do not have full capacity.
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3.8 Conversely individuals assessed as having financial
capacity may nonetheless repeatedly make decisions and
spend money in ways that, during the formal assessment,
they say they will not and that they agree afterwards was
not what they would have wanted.
3.9 In other words, and unsurprisingly, there is often a
discrepancy between statements made and decisions
made in one setting and actions performed in a different
setting.
3.10 But the Act is written as if capacity can be assessed as
an intellectual phenomenon – does the person have the
intellectual capacity to make this decision under ideal
circumstances? – without considering the inevitable
influence of emotion, social context, and other factors that
will influence the actual decision made
3.11 Thus when considering capacity it is important to take into
account, when it is available, the observed behaviour
of the person relevant to the decision concerned as
well as considering their apparent capacity and/or
expressed decision. It is also vital to consider any views
that they may express even if judged to lack ‘full
capacity’. The MCA makes this explicit in stating that even
if a person lacks capacity to make the decision and have it
respected, their wishes and feelings should nevertheless be
taken into account.
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4.0 What are ‘best interests’?
The important and often overlooked part of the Act relates
to determining best interests. The Act does not define
‘best interests’ except through examples. It does however
specify that a core aspect of any ‘best interests’ decision
involves considering what decision the person would
have made if they were able to, and what decision
they would make now if they were able to.
4.1 The Act also makes it clear that best interests must be
considered in a broad context. A decision in a person’s best
interests must consider factors well beyond a restricted
medical (healthcare) perspective. Factors identified cover
domains such as the patient’s values, beliefs, wishes
and feelings when competent, their current wishes, their
general wellbeing and their spiritual/religious welfare etc.
4.2 Thus the decision should deliver the best outcome not
only in terms of health and well-being but also in terms of
being as concordant as possible with the person’s known
or assumed life goals and values. Any decision should be
consistent with the person’s own life philosophy because
failure to be concordant is likely to lead to distress, a poor
outcome.
4.3 The following general areas should be considered. Only a
few will be relevant to any particular situation, but they are
listed to act as an aide memoire.
4.4 Disease and survival. The consequences of a decision in
terms of its effect upon the underlying disease, and upon
the individual’s risk of death should be considered.
4.5 The Act states that “Where the determination relates to lifesustaining treatment he must not, in considering whether
the treatment is in the best interests of the person concerned,
be motivated by a desire to bring about his death.”
13
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4.6 This does not mean that prolongation of life is paramount,
but it seems to mean that the decision must not be
intended to shorten life.
4.7 Experience – symptoms. The effect of a decision or
action upon a person’s experience, especially of pain but
also upon their mood (depression, anxiety, distress) and
any other symptoms should be considered.
4.8 Activities and safety. How much a decision might alter
function, the activities that someone undertakes as part
of their daily life is the third domain to consider. Will the
person be more or less able to do the things he or she wants
to?
4.9 At the same time one must consider safety, primarily of the
person but also of others. Will the decision increase risk?
4.10 Social participation. The final specific outcome, and
for most people probably the most important, is that of
making and maintaining social relationships and enacting
desired roles. The consequences of a decision upon a
person’s abilities and outcome in this domain must be
considered.
4.11 Personal context. The individual’s life philosophy, their
attitude to how he or she lived their life and what they were
aiming for is important.
4.12 First, it will be necessary to determine the relative
importance given to different aspects of the outcome
already mentioned. For example is prolongation of life
more important than being able to meet friends or do
what one wants? Some people participate in dangerous
sports choosing excitement and fulfilment over safety.
Second, the degree to which a decision is concordant with
an individual’s life philosophy will determine how content
or distressed they are, which is part of outcome.
14

4.13 Values. Each person develops over their life a system of
values, underlying beliefs about what is morally right or
wrong. While the extremes, such as killing others generally
have a common value across all people, many areas of
concern do not. The willingness to eat meat is a clear area
where there are wide variations between people.
4.14 Attitudes to health and healthcare. Most people
develop their own approach to their health and what they
are or are not willing to do to preserve health or avoid
illness.
4.15 Life goals – ambition. Closely related to values is the
concept of life goals. This refers to the things that someone
considers important. For example some people might be
most concerned about possessions, others about social
status, and others about maintaining family relationships.
4.16 In general a person’s values will constrain what they are
prepared to do in trying to attain their life goals, whereas
their life goals will motivate them towards something.
4.17 Religion and spirituality. This is probably most closely
related to values, in that everyone has values but only a
proportion of people will base their values and life goals
upon a particular system of beliefs associated with a
religion.
4.18 A cautionary note. The Act is phrased in a way that
assumes the many of these factors remain reasonably
stable over time. In particular it assumes that values
held before some life-changing event remain the same
afterwards. This is not necessarily true.
4.19 It is well recognised that after a non-disabling but major
life-threatening event, such as being involved in a natural
disaster people can change their life priorities in a major
way.
15
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4.20 More importantly in the context of long-term disabling
conditions, there is often a change from previously
stated views. For example many people when asked in a
hypothetical way whether they would want to continue
living with alternate-day peritoneal dialysis or being
dependent upon a ventilator or gastrostomy are adamant
that they would not, sometimes documenting this. But,
most people in that situation will adapt and want to
continue living.
4.21 Thus it is vital not to continue assuming previously held
beliefs and values and opinions will necessarily apply in a
radically different situation; if at all possible they should
be reassessed. But if they cannot be reassessed then prior
expressed views must be respected.
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5.0 Deciding best interests
The Act does make some reference to the process of
deciding best interests, but it does not give detailed
guidance on a practical process. Some structured forms
are available from Councils, Social Services and Healthcare
Organisations.
5.1 The two main parts of the Act that do consider the deciding
of best interests are:
the role of the welfare deputy, if one exists
the role of the decision maker, when a formal decision
making process is set up
5.2 The role of a welfare deputy is considered in the next
section.
5.3 The Act itself does not mention the decision making
process or the decision maker, but the associated Code of
Practice does.
5.4 Code of Practice – principles
The code of practice lays out some principles to be followed
when making a decision in a patient’s best interests. They
are:
a. Encourage participation by the patient as far as possible
b. Identify all the factors that the person would consider
when making the decision
c. Discover the views of the person – wishes, beliefs and
values etc – from others
d. Avoid discrimination based on irrelevant factors (e.g.
age)
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e. Consider whether the decision can wait until recovery
occurs (if it is likely to)
f.

Consult others about the person’s likely views, values,
wishes etc:
(1) anyone named before loss of capacity
(2) anyone caring for the person
(3) close relatives and friends
(4) any legally appointed attorney or deputy

g. Avoid restricting the person’s rights
h. If the decision concerns life sustaining treatment
i) make no assumptions about quality of life
ii) do not be motivated to bring about death
i.

Use all the information to reach a decision

5.5 One matter not specified in the summary guidance, but
stated elsewhere, is to document the process, the
reasoning and the facts used.
5.6 This section will focus on discovering the person’s views
and consulting others.
5.7 Establishing views, consulting others
The most important fact to remember in this process is
that the goal is to establish the patient’s views, not
the views of the informant. Obviously it may be difficult
to disentangle the two, but the distinction is vital.
5.8 One approach which can help relatives to understand the
distinction is to ask the following three questions, in this
order:
18

a. “what do you want for the patient?”
b. “what would you want for yourself if you were in the
patient’s situation?”
c. “what do you think the patient would want?”
It is the answer to question c. that should be taken into
account in best interests decision making, not the answer
to questions a or b. However this process allows the person
to state their view – which they will usually want to do
– before moving on and this may help the informant to
understand the difference and will allow the questioner to
evaluate the final answer.
5.9 Another question which can help is to ask “If the patient
could wake up for 15 minutes and understand his or her
condition fully, and then had to return to it, what would he
or she tell you to do?”
5.10 It is also worth recognising that research suggests that
both doctors and family members over-treat patients (as
compared with the decisions patients say they would make
for themselves).
5.11 When collecting this information one must identify a
reasonable range of informants. Some people may have
no-one – in which case an IMCA should be appointed –
others very many. It is especially important to include any
close person who may have alternative or different views.
Generally it would be reasonable to limit the number to
three or four provided no person with different views is
known to be excluded.
5.12 The informants should be asked to give their opinion of
the patient’s likely choice or decision, and should then
be asked to support this in terms of giving the patient’s
position on:
19
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values
attitudes to health and health care
life goals
religion and spirituality
5.13 They should also be asked to identify any other factors that
they think the patient would have used to make a decision,
such as any habits and political views that might have
influenced a decision.
5.14 As far as is practical, the informant should provide evidence
(not in concrete terms, but verbally) in terms of written
or other permanent records (e.g. entries on Facebook), or
widely known verbally stated views, or behaviours that
support the asserted view.
5.15 Making the decision
The Act makes no specific requirement of the decision
making process, but the Code of Practice suggests that
there will usually be a multi-disciplinary meeting and there
should be a decision maker.
5.16 It is not clear whether an actual meeting is an absolute
requirement, and there will be circumstances when a
meeting of all interested parties will be extremely difficult
to achieve. Provided that all views and facts are collated, a
meeting may not be important.
5.17 The decision-maker is determined primarily by the decision
being made, and it is possible for a team to be the decision
maker. Generally the decision-maker will be the most senior
person available who is also involved in the execution of
the decision. It is important for everyone involved with the
patient to be clear about who the decision-maker is and
to be able to make ‘best interests’ representations to that
20

person (or team).
5.18 The main exception to this is when there is a legally
appointed deputy or attorney when this person becomes
the decision-maker.
5.19 Best Interests meetings should be held in comfortable
surroundings, in a quite and private room, comparable to
those used for mental health tribunals. See guidelines to
www.mentalhealthlaw.co.uk/images/Room_specification_
recommendations_for_tribunal_hearings.pdf
5.20 During the process it is important to establish the outcomes
that arise from each of the possible decisions. This needs
to be done in terms of risks and benefits for each choice in
terms of disease, experience, activities, social contacts. The
judgement of which choice is best then must also consider
the many other factors listed.
5.21 It is also important to take into account another of the
fundamental principles of the Act:
“Before the act is done, or the decision is made, regard
must be had to whether the purpose for which it is needed
can be as effectively achieved in a way that is less restrictive
of the person’s rights and freedom of action.”
5.22 Thus when judging between choices it is important to
consider the degree to which each decision is:
reducing autonomy (freedom), and
concordant with known values, beliefs, life goals etc, and
consistent with previous similar decisions made when
the person had capacity
5.23 Documenting the process
When a major decision is being made it is important to
21
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document the process adequately. As well as making the
process transparent and accountable, it can help to ensure
every step has been followed. Documentation would
include:
identifying the decision and the choices considered
recording who had been consulted (including the
healthcare team members involved)
recording in outline the views of the patient as determined
from the evidence, and outlining that evidence
delineating the reasoning behind the decision in terms
of balancing: outcome, including risks and benefits;
autonomy; likely views of the patient
A form is given at the end of this document.
5.24 The Decision Maker
As mentioned there is little guidance on this role. The
following is written on the basis of my experience in
meetings (usually not as decision maker), and common
sense.
5.25 The choice of decision maker should be mutually agreed,
not assumed, and should usually be someone who has
experience in the range of issues being discussed. It is not
anyone’s role by right, and anyone with a strong conflict
of interest (e.g. holding the budget that may pay for the
actions agreed) should probably avoid being the decisionmaker if an alternative exists.
5.26 The decision maker must declare and put to one side any
strong beliefs, competing interests and other matters that
might influence their decision.
5.27 The decision-maker must be an equitable, fair, facilitative
chair person positively seeking different views and
22

opinions, ensuring that everyone can and does contribute,
not excluding any relevant matter from discussion while
curtailing repetition and irrelevant discussion. She or
he should summarise regularly to ensure that everyone
understands.
5.28 The final decision should if at all possible be mutually
agreed by consensus. If it cannot be agreed by all, either
further information should be sought with a further
meeting or a decision made, documenting the counter
view(s) and why they were not followed.
5.29 Finally the decision-maker should be fully responsible for
documenting the meeting and ensuring that all parties
receive a copy in a timely manner, usually within a few
days.
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6.0 Welfare deputies and attorneys
In law relatives and friends cannot make any decisions
on behalf of a patient unless formally appointed as an
LPA (health) or welfare deputy. When there is a deputy or
LPA attorney then they can make any decisions outlined
in their powers. For an LPA (health) this may include
decisions about life-sustaining treatment (check the LPA
documentation), but a welfare deputy can never have
such decision-making powers. It must be emphasised
that deputies and attorneys who only have power
over financial and property decisions cannot make
healthcare decisions.
6.1 When there is a welfare deputy or attorney the clinical team
cannot, in principle make any decisions within their remit
where the patient lacks capacity. In reality the welfare
deputy or attorney cannot be present at all times, and a
system should be developed that takes into account:
the availability of the deputy or attorney
the nature of the decision including its immediacy
6.2 If authorised, a welfare deputy can make almost any
decision likely to arise in normal healthcare including
where the patient may live. The deputy ‘stands in the
shoes’ of the incapacitous patient for the purposes of most
decisions
6.3 When capacity is impaired and a welfare deputy or attorney
exists then an early meeting should be arranged to discuss
how the deputy wants the medical team to support his/her
decision-making and how to make the process practical.
Sometimes the deputy may be facing very difficult choices
– it is important to give the deputy all the information they
need, and give them time to make decisions – as you would
if you were talking to the patient themselves.
24

6.4 The most practical approach is to:
identify what decisions are likely to need to be made
during the admission/treatment spell
list and agree decisions and actions that the deputy
agrees can be undertaken without returning to the deputy
for consent on each occasion, with limits on the extent if
appropriate, also agreeing to what extent and how the
deputy will be kept informed
list and agree decisions and actions that require formal
discussion with the welfare deputy at the time, also
agreeing how this is to be undertaken and how any
difficulties in making contact are handled
list and agree decisions and actions that might arise
when an immediate ‘best interests’ decision needs to be
made and agree what that decision should be if possible
consider more general matters that may arise that would
need further discussion
6.5 It is also wise to focus on agreeing ‘courses of action’ so
that a multitude of secondary actions can occur without
further contact unless specified deviations from the plan
occur.
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7.0 Summary
This document is suggesting a significant change in daily
clinical practice, but to comply with the Act these changes
are probably required.
7.1 The first step is to consider and record formally for every
patient whether he or she has the mental capacity to agree
with all the healthcare interventions being undertaken. In
an acute emergency and over the first 24 hours this might
simply be a statement based on relatively incomplete
assessment, but care should be taken to start the processes
below sooner rather than later.
7.2 For every patient who is judged to have at least some
impairment of capacity, the team should establish sooner
rather than later whether there is a valid and relevant
Advance Decision or a legally appointed deputy or
attorney. If there is a deputy/attorney then contact should
be made as soon as possible and a meeting arranged. At
this meeting there should be agreement on the decisions
that can occur with advance agreement from the deputy
and what decisions require the deputy’s agreement at the
time, and how the deputy is to be contacted.
7.3 For all other patients where there is a significant impairment
of capacity that is likely to persist for most or all of the
episode of care, or where major decisions will be made,
then an early review of the factors relevant to best interests
decisions should occur. As a rule any patient who is still
being treated under the umbrella of ‘best interests’ at one
week should come under the Act and have a general review
of their values and should have a best interests assessment;
sooner would be preferred.
7.4 In any patient where major decisions are being made
concerning healthcare or welfare (such as placement into
a nursing home) and where there are no relatives or friends
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able to represent the patient then an Independent Mental
Capacity Advocate must be appointed.
7.5 There should be full documentation of all formal decisions
and meetings made under the best interests process to
include:
identifying the decision and the choices considered
recording who had been consulted (including the
healthcare team members involved)
recording in outline the views of the patient as determined
from the evidence, and outlining that evidence
delineating the reasoning behind the decision in terms
of balancing: outcome, including risks and benefits;
autonomy; and likely views of the patient
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Appendix
Best Interests Decision form
This form gives all of the important points to be considered on
the left, with guidance in italics on the right.
The guidance should be deleted and replaced with the
information ascertained.
At all points you should take full account of the decision the
person would have made in the past, as well as considering
their current wishes and feelings, in so far as these can be
determined.
Remember that best interests are not simply based on medical
matters.
Guidance on how to obtain good information is available in
the full guidance document.
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Oxford Centre for Enablement
Best Interests Decision form

(Page 1 of 3)

Patient

Give full name, address, & NHS no

Question
or situation
being
considered

Specify the issue to be considered.

Mental
Capacity

Confirm that (a) the person does not have
the capacity to make the decision and (b) it
is not possible to delay action until capacity
is regained. State where the assessment is
documented.

Advance
Decision

Is there a valid and applicable Advance
Decision (to refuse treatment) for this
question? If so it must be followed.

Can someone
else decide?

Is there an attorney or Court appointed
Deputy with powers over welfare decisions
able to make the decision? If so they become
the decision maker.
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Oxford Centre for Enablement
Best Interests Decision form

(Page 2 of 3)

Process
details

Place meeting held, date, chair person (and
decision maker if different)

People
present

Name, role/relationship of each person

People also
consulted

Name, role/relationship of each other person
contributing

Should an
IMCA be
present?

An Independent Mental Capacity Advocate
must be appointed and involved if a
person does not have any friend or relative
to advocate for them and if the decision
concerns
S      or
S        
eight weeks or a hospital for more than four
weeks or
S
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Oxford Centre for Enablement
Best Interests Decision form

(Page 3 of 3)

Person’s
views

What are or might be the views of the person?
Consider (a) existing stated or implied
views (b) previously stated or implied views.
Facilitate their participation as far as possible.

Person’s
values and
beliefs

What was the person’s overall set of values
and beliefs, and what other factors might
they have considered in relation to this
decision?

Options
considered

Give a brief summary of options considered

Decision
made, and
why

Specify the choice made and confirm that this
decision:
S 

       

S    O 

 

S     
and values of the patient (If not, you must
document why not)
Decision
maker

Give name, role/relationship, contact details
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